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The state of human rights and democracy in the
ASEAN region

19.3.2021

On 10 March, the Delegation for relations

with the countries of Southeast Asia and the

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (DASE)

met with ASEAN Parliamentarians and Human

Rights Watch Asia office to discuss the

situation of human rights and democracy in

the ASEAN region.

The meeting was presided by DASE Chair, Daniel Caspary, and welcomed Malaysian MP Charles Santiago (ASEAN

Parliamentarians for Human Rights) and Phil Robertson (Human Rights Watch Asia).

Fundamental values in danger

The two guest speakers elaborated on the situation of human rights and democracy in the ASEAN region, in

particular in Myanmar, Thailand, Philippines and Malaysia.

With the exception of Indonesia and Singapore, the whole region is exposed to continuous attacks against

fundamental principles and parliamentary institutions.

FTAs bargaining chip

Speakers sent a strong plea to support the people in the ASEAN region, in particular in Myanmar. The

international community sanctions should target the military, not the citizens.

The existing Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) in the region should be used to stop the arms import, notably to

Myanmar. A forthcoming region-to-region FTA should use its leverage, fostering the principles of human rights,

democracy and the rule of law.

Main issues at stake in the region
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Myanmar

Since the military coup of 1 February, the junta’s security forces have been increasing violence against civil

protesters, including the use of lethal force, aiming to intimidate and to terrify the population.

Youth protesters are under heavy attack, and restrictions against media freedom are increasing. Unfortunately, the

ASEAN organisation's response to the situation is weak, due to the unanimity rule and its principles of non-

interference and consensus.

Thailand

Since the 2019 elections, the Thai military have safeguarded a stable position in the political system and have

close ties with the military in Myanmar.

The Future Forward Party, a very young party with supporters from all over the society, has been dissolved by the

courts for political reasons. The Party was seen as a threat to the current political forces in power.

Philippines

The COVID-19 crisis saw an increase in the number of killings from the drug war, with an estimated number of

18.000 drug dealers and users killed by security forces.

In only the first half of March, nine human rights activists were killed.

Malaysia

The political situation in the country is very volatile, mainly due to the changing government majorities.

Since the proclamation of the state of emergency , the freedom of expression and of the media are

deteriorating.

MEPs support

The ASEAN Delegation requests an AFET/DROI own-initiative (INI) report on the situation in the ASEAN region.

Unit in charge: DASE Secretariat

More information: 

DASE website  

EXPOnet article on the situation in Myanmar
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